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Our invention relates to indicating de 
vices whereby guests in hotels, apartments, 
etc, may, without leaving their respective 
rooms, inform the attendants of various serv 
ices desired, such for instance as when fresh 
linen is needed, at what time they wish to 
be called, when they will return, etc. 
In practice the devices are preferably in 

stalled in a panel of the hall doors opening 
into the guest chambers, and each device in 
cludes a suitable number of rollers operable 
from inside the chamber and bearing the 
desired information in duplicate so that it 
may be read from both the inside and the 
outside of the chamber. 
In order that the invention may be fully 

understood, reference will now be had to the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a. front elevation of the device 
installed in the panel of a door. 

Fig. 2 is a vertical section on line 2-2 of 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a rear elevation of the device. 
Fig. 4 is a detail perspective view of the 

rear wall of a casing in which most of the 
mechanism constituting the device is in 
stalled. 

Fig. 5 is a detail perspective view of the 
casing with the rear wall thereof removed. 

Fig. 6 is a detail perspective of one of a 
pair of bearing plates for reinforcing the 
casing. 

Fig. 7 is a detail of one of the rollers 
employed in carrying out the invention. 

Fig. 8 is a detail side elevation of part 
of a time indicator. 

Fig. 9 is an enlarged cross section on line 
9——9 of Fig 8. 
Referring in detail to the different parts, 

A designates the door panel which has an 
opening B of suitable size formed therein 
for the reception of the casing 2. Said cas 
ing consists of a front wall 4, side walls 6, 
top and bottom walls 8, and a rear wall 9, 
which latter is held against the rear edges 
of the side walls 6 by suitable means such 
as rivets 11 extending through openings 13 
and 15 in the front and rear walls 4 and 9, 
respectively. The side walls 6 are provided 
with a plurality of slots 10 and are reinforced 
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with bearing plates 12 having apertures 14 
which register with the respective slots 10. 
The front wall 4 is provided with a plurality 
of sight-openings 16, each having an en 
largement 18 at one end. The rearwall 9 
has a plurality of sight-openings 19 which 
register with and‘ are of the same size and 
shape as the sight-openings 16. 
As hereinbefore stated the device is 

equipped with a'vsuitable number of rollers. 
In the present instance we have shown four 
rollers 20 having reduced journals 22 ro 
tatably mounted in the apertures 14 and 
provided with reduced terminals 24 which 
project into the slots 10. By reducing the 
terminals of the journals 22 as shown and 
described, shoulders 26 are provided which 
abut the side wallsl6of the casing 2 and thus 
prevent longitudinal movement of the roll; 
ers 20. Each roller 20 is provided near one 
end with a ?xedly mounted wheel 28 having 
a notched or roughened periphery 80 which 
projects through the enlarged end of the re 
spective sight-opening 16, so that the rollers 
can be readily rotated with the index ?nger. 
The rollers may be of equal or different 

lengths according to the length of the in~ 
scription each is to bear and said rollers may 
be of cylindrical or polygonal cross section. 
In the present instance they are shown of 
hexagonal cross section to provide six faces 
for as many lines of information which are 
printed or otherwise suitably formed there 
on. The information is preferably arranged 
in duplicate, the same information for in 
stance, such as “Will return at”, being 011 
diametrically‘ opposed faces so that it may 
appear at the respective sight-openings 16 
and 19. v 

In addition to the rollers 20, the casing 2 
is provided with a suitable number of indi 
cators to inform the attendant not to dis; 
turb the guest before a certain time, when 
the ‘guest will return to his room, etc. 
Each indicator includes a shaft 40>mount 

ed in apertures 42 and‘ 44 in the front and 
rear walls 4 and 9, respectively, of the eas 
ing 2. A Each shaft 40 is equipped at its rear 
end with‘a ?xedly mounted knob 46 and at 
its forward end with a pointer 48 adapted to 
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cooperate with-a dial 50 on the front side of 
the wall 4. Each dial is calibrated to rep 
resent the hours from 1 to 12, inclusive, and 
these ?gures are concentrically arranged 
around the openings 42. The rear or outer 
surface of therear wall 9 has similarily cali 
brated dials 52 arranged concentrically 
around the openings 44 and adapted to co 
operate with arrows 54 formed on the knobs 
46, to assist the operator in accurately po 
sitioning the pointers 48 over the desired 
calibrations. In order that the knobs 46 may 
be reliably held from accidental movement 
each is provided with a resilient detent 56, 
the free end of which bears against the out 
er surface of the rear plate 9. 
In addition to the indicators above de 

scribed, we also provide an indicator for de 
termining whether or not the room has been 
inspected. Said indicator consists of a 
pointer 58 mounted upon shaft 60 adapted 
to be rotated by means of a removable key 
62 carried by an authorized inspector. The 
shaft 60 is mounted in an opening 63 in the 
front wall 4 of the casing 2, the rear wall 9 
of which has an aperture 65 for insertion of 
the key 62. 
The casing 2 is installed in a rabbeted por 

tion 6a extending around the rear portion of 
the opening B in the panel A, after which a 
glass panel 66 is installed in a rabbeted por 
tion 68 extending around the front portion 
of said opening B to prevent persons in the 
hall from tampering with the wheels 28 and 
the pointers 48 and 58, and at the same time 
affords a clear vision of the dials 50 and the 
inscriptions on the rollers 20. The glass 
panel 66 is held in place by means of a 
front plate 70,,preferably of the same size 
as the rear wall 9 to which it is secured by 
suitable means such as bolts 72. The front 
plate 70 has a large opening 74 through 
which the inscriptions on the rollers 20 and 
the position of the pointers 48 and 58 may 
be read by an attendant standing in the hall. 
From the foregoing description taken in 

connection with the drawings it is apparent 
that we have. provided a device which is well 

‘ adapted for the purpose intended, and while 
we have shown one form of the invention we 
reserve all rights to such other forms and 
modifications thereof as properly fall with 
in the spirit and scope of the invention as 
claimed. 
Having thus described‘ our invention, what 

we claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is: 

1. In combination with a panel having an 
opening, a transparent plate covering the 
front portion of said opening, a casing 
mounted in said opening .and provided with 
registering sight-openings in its front and 
rear walls, and a roller operably mounted in 
saidcasing and bearing certain indicia which 
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may be brought into view at the sight-open‘ 
ings by rotating said roller. 

2. In combination with a panel having an 
opening extending transversely there 
through, a transparent plate covering the 
front portion of said opening, a casing 
mounted in said opening and provided with 
a plurality of registering sight-openings in 
its front and rear walls, and a plurality of 
rollers rotatably mounted in said casing, each 
roller bearing different kinds of information 
arranged in duplicate on diametrically op 
posed portions of its periphery for exposure 
at the respective front and rear sight-open 
mgs. 

3. In combination with a panel having an 
opening therein, a transparent plate covering 
the front portion of said opening, a casing, 
mounted in said opening and provided on its 
front and rear walls with dials, a shaft ar- ’ 
ranged axially with said dials and jour 
naled in the front and rear walls of the eas 
ing, a pointer ?xedly mounted upon the front 
end of said shaft and adapted to coact with 
the dial on the front wall of the casing, a 
knob fixed to the rear end of the shaft where 
by the latter may be rotated, and a pointer 
carried by said knob for coacting with the 
dial on the rear wall of the casing, said point 
er being resilient and frictionally engaging 
said rear wall to prevent accidental rotation 
of the shaft. 
In testimony whereof we ai‘hx our signa 

tures. ' 

PAUL VEHLING. 
W. R. MCCREARY. 
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